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Why HID® FARGO® Connect™ Is as Secure 
as Non-Cloud Based ID Card Printers

Moving to the Cloud Provides Secure Convenience
Creating an ID card typically starts with a personal computer (PC) connected 
to an on-premise printer within arm’s reach. The process includes the designing 
of a card template, management of the ID records using a networked database, 
and then sending the card to the printer. With the advent of true cloud-based 
platforms, this entire process may now be managed remotely. 

With a cloud-based model, everything required for the secure issuance of an ID 
card is located in a centralized and integrated system that can be accessed by 
an administrator in a card office at a main campus location, satellite facility, or 
remote location. Using this cloud technology, new cards can be created which 
includes the management of smart data during the print process, replacements 
can be issued, and print queues can be managed — simply by using a tablet, 
laptop or any device with a web interface.   

With a move to a cloud-based model, user experience also improves. ID holders 
are no longer required to visit a main card office and wait in a long line to pick 
up an ID. Card printers can be deployed anywhere to enable instant issuance 
wherever it is needed. Each printer becomes a smart, secure, web-enabled 
edge device in the Internet of Trusted Things (IoTT). In addition, new 
workstations can be added to the system without any new software or print 
drivers to install.

A Multi-Layered Security Approach Enables Trust 
Given that a network’s security is only as strong as its weakest link, HID 
FARGO Connect does not rely on a single approach or mechanism for data 
security. While most secure cloud products rely on a Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) connection to provide data security, HID FARGO Connect utilizes TLS 
for communications in addition to mutual TLS authentication and end-to-end 
asymmetric RSA data encryption. This multi-layered approach ensures that 
card holder data—in transit and at rest—is secured.  
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Security That Ensures Data Privacy and Facilitates 
Convenience 
The benefits of cloud applications and digital conveniences are 
unmistakable — from time and cost savings to higher productivity and 
improved customer experiences. However, when data security and privacy 
are not properly considered, the tools that enable these additional 
conveniences can also lead to security vulnerabilities. 

This informative brief details the security measures and applications that 
make the HID® FARGO® Connect™ cloud-based printing solution just as 
secure as conventional on-premise ID card printers — without sacrificing 
control and convenience.
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For those who may not be familiar, Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a 
protocol that provides privacy and data integrity between two communicating 
applications. It’s the most widely deployed security protocol used today and 
is primarily used for web browsers and other applications that require data to 
be securely exchanged over a network, such as file transfers, VPN connections, 
instant messaging and voice over IP.  TLS is the protocol trusted for online 
banking transactions. 

In addition to using a secure TLS communications protocol, other superior 
security features of HID FARGO Connect include: 

 � End-to-end, banking-level encryption: Improves privacy protection by 
protecting data from being accessed from an unauthorized third-party in 
transit or at rest

 � Tamper-proof hardware: Stores and protects encryption keys using an 
on-board Secure Access Module (SAM) to ensure keys remain private

 � Unique firmware: Allows the printers to work only with the cloud-based 
issuance system software to add another layer of protection against cards 
being printed on unintended printers 

 � Digital certificates: Establishes a trusted relationship between the cloud 
and the HID FARGO Connect console; all personally identifiable information 
(PII) disappears after each card is printed.

 � Secure Print capability: This optional functionality provides added security 
through a combination of out-of-band and Salted Challenge Response 
Authentication Mechanism (SCRAM) to manage print jobs on the console. 
User authentication must be verified to securely initiate printing at 
remote locations.

 � Card reader: Equipping the issuance console with a card reader ensures 
that ID card print jobs are not released without an individual presenting an 
authorized card or credential for validation

HID FARGO Connect Console Maximizes Security in Distributed 
Environments 
Global companies manage locations and people working in all corners of the 
world. The lack of visibility to know when an ID card is printed by a networked 
printer in a remote location is loaded with security risks. HID’s FARGO Connect 
console is a tablet-like, multifunctional appliance that enables organizations 
to manage an entire card issuance system from anywhere. The console not 
only enables HID FARGO printers to be seen online and support secure print 
capabilities, but it provides serious troubleshooting capabilities for the on-site 
user. In a global, distributed environment, the console can deliver seamless 
conveniences while also providing the following additional control and 
security benefits:

 � Utilizes a modern protocol based on HTTP/2 and use only port 443 for 
communications which is similar to web browser

 � Incorporates a second network port that serves as an isolated network 
dedicated to printers and helps to secure card printers from network attacks

 � Includes sophisticated power management and fault tolerance features to 
ensure reliable operation and safety of sensitive data, even in environments 
where the power source may be unstable. If the power goes out the console 
will shut down gracefully ensuring print jobs are not lost.

 � Enables centrally managed maintenance with secure encrypted firmware 
updates automatically distributed to remote consoles. Updates can be easily 
deployed in private cloud environments with no internet access required.
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HID Powers Your Secure, Trusted Identities  
Innovative equipment, new technologies, and cloud-based applications 
are enabling businesses to benefit from the efficiencies offered by digital 
conveniences — and the advances in security protocols are placing minds at 
ease that sensitive data is secure, and privacy is protected.

To learn more about HID FARGO Connect visit 
hidglobal.com/solutions/cloud-based-id-card-printing.  

Or explore the full range of HID FARGO Card & ID Card Printers at 
hidglobal.com/products/card-printers/fargo.
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